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From the President

Games & Warm Ups

In her quarterly report Dana Holden shares
exciting news about past, current and future
events effecting our community.

Challenge your students with these games
that are sure to bring out some competitive
spirit!

Past Productions

La Boite Theatre Company

Citipointe Christian College & Stuartholme
share photos from their productions.

Claire Christian discusses 2018 and the
exciting opportunities coming up for both
students and teachers in 2019.

Junior Curriculum

Understanding LED Lighting

Ian Sweeney details a selection of
introductory activities to a shadow puppetry.

Our industry partners at MacroSphere take
use through the ins and outs of working with
LED lighting in the drama classroom and
perfromance venues.

Claire Dennis shares some of her activities
from her year 8 war collage drama unit.
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from the editors
Hi everyone!
We all know that Term Three can be a challenge!
Schools are super busy places, and Term Three is
always jam packed and leaves us in need of that
September break. In light of this, our Term Three
Musesheet is based on the theme of 'challenge'.
We have some fabulous ideas throughout this
edition to inspire your term four planning. As always
massive thank you to everyone who has contributed
to this edition! We are so fortunate to have such a
generous community of fabulous drama educators
who are always happy to share!
Have a fantastic September break and we hope you
enjoy this edition of Musesheet.
Scott Andrews (scottiandrews@gmail.com) and Laura Bonner (lbonner@qmf.org.au)
Xx

Junior Curriculum

Artist in Focus

John O'Toole & Julie Dunn, with Joan
Cassidy, preview their e-book 'Pretending to
Learn'.

Actor & writer Ilai Swindells shares some
insight into working in the arts industry,

Senior Curriculum

Resource Review

Get the gist of Brecht's Gestus with Linda
Statham, Hannah Brown & Lucy Harkin.

Our industry sponsor Playlab reviews their
new playtext 'Prize Fighter ' by Future D
Fidel.

Your students will love Lauren Cossettini's
introductory activities for 'A Midsummer
Night's Dream.

We review the teacher resource texts from
the Performance Practitioners Series.

Meet & Greet

freesound.org is an online community where
your students can download copy write free
audio files.

We interview Hayley Elliot-Maclure from
Doomagee State High School.
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from the DQ president...
Dear Drama Queensland,
Well, we made it. Yes, Term Three is now behind us and we are looking ahead to Term Four. Term
Three is notorious for being a beast in regards to the pressure both staff and students face. It is the
reason why I remind you now to take some time for you. If you haven’t already, please find yourself
a cup of tea or another beverage of your choice to sip while perusing this edition of Musesheet.
A big thank you to the 2018 committee who have been kicking goals all year across all portfolios.
Something I am really proud to have gotten off the ground (and will hopefully be an ongoing tradition)
is the new DQ social event calendar. We had three of these “events” this year which we prototyped
with committee and life members and will start opening up for larger groups next year. The first
event was a brunch, the second was dinner and drinks at Southbank and the third was a picnic in
New Farm Park. These days meant that the people who came were able to catch up and chat without
worrying about time, agenda items or anything other than having fun. I thoroughly enjoyed being
able to talk with friends and get to know more people in our community.
Drama Queensland has worked with the Queensland Advocates for Arts Education (QAAE) again this
year with a focus on advocacy in the SATE System space. We have met with QCAA who have asked
to meet with us again early in Term Four and again next year to continue supporting our staff and
students, particularly around confirmation timelines, specifically after IA3. We will keep you updated
if there are any changes. We feel as though we have been heard and our concerns have been
acknowledged and the QAAE look forward to working with QCAA to ensure our syllabuses are
delivered effectively as we move into 2019 and beyond.
The 2019 Drama Queensland State Conference, SHAPE, opened EOIs and we are looking forward to
having programming done and presenters notified as soon as we can. We would like to have the
2019 State Conference earlier in Term One in order to try and have sessions before teachers are
trying to mimic IA1 in Term One with the 11s. Stay tuned to our egroup and Facebook page for date
claimers and more. Still on Professional Learning, the Drama Australia National Conference,
CONTINUUM, is being hosted by Drama Victoria in Melbourne on Friday 30 November and Saturday
1 December. Registrations are open now and I highly recommend attending. I know it is late in the
year and it can be tricky with marking, reporting, awards ceremonies and more, but it would be great
to see a large number of Queenslander’s present, as well as the conference having a great line up!
The Drama Queensland AGM is coming up on 27 November and will be held at the Brisbane
Powerhouse. Pop it in your planners now! More details will come out next term with time, specific
location, proxy and nomination forms. If you have ever thought about joining the DQ Committee
then please get into contact with me via email: dhold30@eq.edu.au.
Take care everyone and enjoy this edition of Musesheet!
Drama Queensland, you are the best and I look forward to
catching up with you again soon.

Dana Holden
President | Drama Queensland
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Drama Queensland Picnic
at New Farm Park
Back Row: Joan Cassidy,
Scott Andrews, Laura
Bonner, Shay Ryan,
Madonna Stinson, Monique
Mcmullen & Dana Holden.
Front Row: Howard Cassidy

Queenland Theatre 2019
Season Launch: Emma
Funnell, Dana Holden,
Stephanie Tudor & Alaana
Sheppard.

Nuts and Bolts is another major professional
development opportunity offered by Drama
Queensland in Semester 2.

Booking? https://www.trybooking.com/XJNY

Are you a beginning or experienced Drama
teacher or Primary educator looking for an
exciting professional development opportunity?
Then come along to the Nuts and Bolts
Workshop!
When? 13th October 2018

This is a professional development event that is not
to be missed. Attendees will be given the
opportunity to select to attend workshops focusing
on Primary or Secondary Drama that offer practical
strategies and ideas relating to the teaching of
Drama. The 2018 program features a series of
fabulous workshops covering a range of professional
and curriculum related issues delivered by
experienced practitioners.

Where? Brigidine College (53 Ward St, Indooroopilly)
Please click here to see the program at a glance.

Arrival Time? 9:45am for 10:00am start
End Time? 2:15pm
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Looking Forward with La Boite Theatre
Company
With 2019 fast approaching, we sat down with Claire Christian the Youth & Participation
Producer at La Boite Theatre Company, to chat about the year thus far and the exciting
opportunities coming up for both students and teachers next year.
We know you haven't released the 2019 season yet but
can you give us any hints? Is there anything that you are
particularly excited about?
There’s some brilliant opportunities for teachers and
students across primary, middle grades and senior to
engage with La Boite in 2019. I’m excited for students to
see an intergenerational Romeo and Juliet that honours
Shakespeare’s Text while transforming it into something
magic for 2019 audiences. We’ve tried our darnedest to
think about the new syllabus and timing of our shows to
really work for teachers. Our education programs in 2019
are all about expanding teacher skills and broadening
student experiences.

Cast in 'Prize Fighter'' - La Boite Theater
Company.
Photo: Dylan Evans

I’m especially excited about our new LB RIOT program which is aimed at students in grades 7-10,
and is all about amazing youth arts resources, because we acknowledge these age groups often
get left out. Our Participation and Youth programs are about giving your most passionate students
more opportunities to work with industry professionals and learn from us outside of the classroom.
This year La Boite has had a really diverse
range of shows from both established and
new playwrights (including yourself) and
partnered with QUT to foster the talent of
young actors. Why do you believe these
types of opportunities are so important?
New work is exciting, hearing from new
voices is exciting. La Boite’s commitment
to programming female voices in 2018 is
really commendable.

Cast in 'The Village'' - La Boite Theater Company.
Photo: Dylan Evans

We’ve spent a lot of time, like thousands of years, hearing (and studying) the straight, white, male
perspective of the world. It’s time to shift this, and for us as audiences to flex our theatrical viewing
muscles and take in new stories and voices. It’s time. As for La Boite’s relationship with QUT Creative
Industries I think it’s brilliant for all involved, but in particular the young artists who we work with,
and your students who come to see the work. These shows feature QUT final year acting students
in lead roles, which is an unprecedented move from an established theatre company. We don’t
privilege the stories, experiences and artistry of young people in Australian theatre on this scale.
Your students very rarely get to see inner-generational casts on stage, and actual young people
playing young people. It’s so important to feel seen, things become possible and experiences so
much more realistic. Representation is vital - I’m so glad that La Boite believes this.
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This year La Boite has run some exciting PD
for teachers including Highway, Magical
Realism with Dan Evans and you have another
night on the 16th of October with Saffron
Benner. Can you give us any insight into what
is in store for 2019 for teachers?
In 2019 we will offer even more exciting skills
development opportunities for teachers.
We’re running two more three hour
Professional Development masterclasses
which provide teachers with opportunities to
collaborate, and learn from industry
Cast in 'Blackrock'' - La Boite Theater Company.
specialists, about content specific to the
Photo: Dylan Evans
classroom, syllabus or drama teacher
needs. We’re also piloting a new Teacher Artist Boot Camp model next year, where in August we
will run six amazing skills development workshops over a weekend and teachers will be able to
mix-n-match opportunities in relation to what they want to explore.
We work very closely with teachers to make sure we’re creating programs that meet your needs.
In 2019 we’re formalising this relationship by putting together a Teacher Advisory Committee who
we will rely on for information, opinions and ideas. La Boite loves teachers - whatever we can do
to meet your needs, I’ll find a way. If you want to learn more about any of our programs, or would
love to be on our Teacher Advisory Committee, please get in touch with me: clairechristian@laboite.
com.au
Can you tell us about your Feature Teacher
program? How did this come about?
I love our Feature Teacher program, we pair a
teacher with one of our main stage productions,
invite them into rehearsals and have them create
a series of classroom resources. Our Feature
Teachers in the past have used their access to La
Boite as professional development, to learn from
our artists. It’s amazing to profile the brilliant ideas
of teachers, because we want our education
resources to be as practical as possible. If you’re
interested in being a Feature Teacher in 2019 please do get in touch.
Cast in 'Blackrock'' - La Boite Theater Company.
Photo: Dylan Evans

What have you learnt from this program?

Drama Teachers are amazing! All of our Feature teachers have been just so committed to ensuring
that the content they create will benefit students and teachers equally. I love that.
Why do you think these programs are so important?
Everything we’ve created for teachers and students in the last few years has come from identifying
gaps in the market, or listening to what teachers need or want. We value the relationships we
have with Drama teachers and because you guys are at the front line, you’re the reason most kids
decide to pursue the arts, or value the arts. Why kids become future philanthropists, audience
members or artists on our stages. When La Boite collaborates with teachers, we are future proofing
our sector.
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Cast in 'Lysa and the Freedom Dames" - La Boite Theater
Company. Photo: Dylan Evans

Cast in 'Prize Fighter' - La Boite Theater Company.
Photo: Dylan Evans

La Boite Theatre Company is passionate about cultivating the next generation of performers in the
Queensland Arts industry. What do you want them to walk away from La Boite knowing or having
experienced?
La Boite is committed to supporting the skills development and passion of young artists. We recognise
and value young artists for their creativity and artistry of where they’re at. We exist in a culture that
for most part dismisses or undervalues the creativity and artistry of young people. We know this is
wrong. Young artists have so much to offer our sector. La Boite wants to provide them with
opportunities to build their skills, validate their artistry, have them meet like-minded peers and to
continue falling in love with the arts.
In such a technology driven world, how does La Boite go about connecting with young audiences?
Regardless of what happens with technology, I don’t think we’ll ever stop telling stories, we always
have and we always will. Theatre is more important than ever in the lives of young people, because
of its liveness. We’re getting worse at conversations, and intimacy and being in relationship because
of our reliance on technology, so to be in a space for 90minutes or more and watch real life humans
navigating real life things - that will always be invaluable.
Did you take Drama in high school? If so what kind of experience did you have? Is this where you
'caught the bug'?
I absolutely caught the bug in high school. I fell in love the second I did a drama class, but in grade
eleven I got a new drama teacher and she changed everything - made everything entirely possible,
she validated me as a person and made me feel, for the first time in my whole life, that I wasn’t weird.
High school drama changed my whole life, absolutely.
What words of wisdom can you offers students who are preparing to work in the industry?
Your parents are right to worry - working in the arts in this country, in this current climate is tough.
Tell them you understand. BUT if you know it’s what you love, if you know it’s what you want to do,
there’s always ways to make it work. Hunt down the opportunities, see work, talk to the artists you
admire, make work - you’re never alone. It is worth it.
Join La Boite for the Education launch and Teacher Professional Development with Saffron Benner
on the 16 of October CLICK HERE to book.
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Understanding Stage Lighting
DMX Control with MacroSphere

Macrosphere offer a range of products and services including audio and visual
lighting, staging, theatrical curtains, cinematic installations and services as well
as training and advice.
How stage lighting is controlled has changed as LED and moving lights have gained greater
prevailance in school venues. These lights use DMX control with a greater complexity than the
traditional dimmer and there may be some value in having a deeper understanding of what DMX
is and how it is used by lighting fixtures and lighting control systems.
DMX512 (Digital Multiplex with 512 pieces of information) is the standard communications
protocol used for stage lighting and effects. DMX works by having a list of 512 channels and each
channel can be increased or decreased in value to create a change in the lighting state. These
512 channels are collectively known as a DMX universe. An individual lighting fixture may take
up a number of DMX channels, with each channel corresponding to one attribute of the light.
These attributes may be an intensity (how bright a light gets), a specific colour (such as red, green
or blue in an RGB LED), a movement direction (pan and tilt in a moving light) or any number of
functions of a specific light.
A lighting fixture that uses a number of DMX channels will require a DMX start address, this start
address tells the light which of the 512 channels to respond to. For example, a LED wash light
that uses 4 channels (red, green, blue and intensity) with a start address of 26 will take up channels
26, 27, 28 and 29 in the DMX universe. In this example if we would like our light to show a very
bright blue light our lighting console will send a command to the light to put channels 28 (blue
for that particular light) and 29 (intensity for that particular light) to 100%. For a graphical
representation of this see the diagram below. Physically assigning DMX start addresses to lighting
fixtures is known as ‘addressing’, telling the lighting control what lights have what start addresses
is known as ‘patching.’ Additionally, we can address a number of lighting fixtures with the same
starting address so that they will all behave the same way. Consider our example if all the wash
lights on the upstage lighting bar were given the DMX starting address of 26; when the lighting
console assigns DMX channels 28 and 19 to 100% we will see an upstage blue wash.
By addressing the lights and patching correctly it is possible to not use the DMX Channel numbers
but the attributes of a light. A lighting console will usually let you select a light (or a number of
lights) and then manipulate the functions by name rather than number. Additionally, we can
address a number of lighting fixtures with the same starting address so that they will all behave
the same way. Consider our example if all the wash lights on the upstage lighting bar were given
the DMX starting address of 26; when the lighting console
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DMX is a one-way communication, that is, the lighting desk sends a signal out to the device we
are trying to control but there is no communication back from the dimmers, LED lights, moving
lights etc. Due to the way DMX is sent over the DMX cables we cannot easily distribute our signal
to multiple output points. To send DMX to the dimmers and each lighting bar we either have to
have a single unbroken chain of DMX into and out of each device, this is known as a ‘daisy-chain.
’ To over come this, we use a DMX splitter, this is usually located at the dimmers or the power
distribution for the lighting bars and takes the single input from the lighting console and sends
it to multiple outputs.
As it has become the standard DMX nomenclature is seen throughout lighting, however it is
important to remember that DMX is the system and not the item. Common terms that use DMX
include:
DMX Universe – A group of 512 DMX channels.
DMX input – Where the device accepts the DMX signal.
DMX Output - Where a lighting control desk sends out a signal or where a lighting fixture passes
a signal through.
DMX Channel – One of 512 channels making up the DMX universe and control one specific attribute
of a lighting fixture.
DMX Cable – The cable used to carry the DMX signal. This is usually a RS-485 cable with a 5-pin
connector.
DMX Start Address (DMX Address) – The first channel assigned to a lighting fixture.
DMX Splitter – A device that allows us to take one DMX input and have multiple DMX outputs.
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Games & Warm Ups
For this issue we asked drama teachers to submit their "go to" CHALLENGE games & warm up
activities. Below you will find 15 tried and tested games and warm up activities which you can
start playing in your classroom today!
Electric Fence
Focus, Tension
Sophia Lubin - D'Brant - Woodridge State High School
Students sit in 2-3 rows all facing the same way except for the last student in each row. They sit
back to back with the person behind them. When the teacher gives the signal these students have
to turn around and tap the next person on the shoulder who then taps the next person who then
passes it down the line etc. The goal is for the tap to move down the line to front person as quickly
as possible. The person at the front has to run out and grab the “prize” (this is usually my school
keys on a lanyard) before the other team/s.

Dog and Bone
Movement Energy, Focus
Split the group in two with one group on each side of the playing area along
a line. Place a ball/beanbag (the bone) in the middle of the playing area.
Each team must be numbered 1 to 12 (change this depending on group
size). The instructor shouts a number and the two people with that number
(on opposite teams) must try to get the bone before the other one. When
one gets the bone, the other can try to tag them before they get back to
their team line. The team scores points depending on how many times they
manage to get the bone. You can mix it up by choosing different numbers
on each team to go against each other.

Laura Bonner
Youth Touring

Team Architect
Teamwork, Focus
Split students up into smaller groups and ask each team to build something with the material
provided. For example, you could give each team a packet of paddle pop sticks and sticky tape and
ask them to create a bridge that will hold a heavy book, or provide each team with cups and skewers
and ask them to create the tallest tower.

Anna Telford
Good Shepherd Catholic
College

Snake Sheds its Skin
Teamwork, Energy
Split the class into two equal lines. Students paid off across the line
and chooses the a colour. Students call out their colour from left to
right in order and the teacher writes them on the board (in the same
order). Students step back into their lines and hold hands. One line is
term 1, the other is team 2. The teacher calls out "The snake sheds its
skin between..." and then calls out two colours from the list that are
side by side. The students in both lines that are those teo colours life
thier arms high and the students on the end of hte lines quickly make
thier way to the space and pass through pulling the remainder of the
line through after them. The winning team is the first who gets back
into a straight line. Usually the best our of 5.
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The Great Foil Tower Challenge
Team Work
Have a box of foil for as many groups as you want. Space the groups out
around the room and tell them they have the box of foil and ten minutes
(have a timer on the projector if possible) to make the tallest tower they
can, using only what they’ve been given. You can add in different layers
if you want, such as they have to name their tower, create someone who’s
stuck on top from a piece of paper, create a tower in the style of.....
Hint: they are allowed to use the box as well, but I never tell them that
- I just say it’s the great foil challenge and they may only use what they
were given.
Naomi Russell
Shake n Stir

The Line Game
Teamwork, Focus, Communication
Split students into two even groups. Ask them to line up, without using their voices to communicate
using the following instructions. The first line to correctly complete the task wins a point. The team
with the highest score at the end wins.
Line up: according to height; the number of siblings you have (0 at front of the line); the day of
your birthday (1-31); the time they woke up this morning; number of pets;
number of times they have been overseas; oldest to youngest; number of their house in their street;
etc.
Alphabet Relay
Teamwork, Movement, Energy
Divide the class into groups - the larger the groups the more difficult the game. In their teams, the
students will race using their bodies to create the letters of the alphabet on the floor. The letters
need to be 2D, incorporate all group members, be upper case and be able to be read from where
the teacher is standing. They must create the letters in alphabetical order. They can not move onto
the next letter until the teacher has approved the previous. The group which reaches "Z" first is
the winner.
Tree, Toilet, Traffic Light
Energy, Focus, Teamwork
Lauren Macaranas
It’s about relationships and space. The teacher calls out “tree” and students stand alone as a tree
with their arms out like branches. “Toilet” they get into pairs, one student acts as the toilet and
the other as a person sitting on it. “Traffic light” they get into a group of three, one student bobs
down as the green light, another behind them but slightly higher level as yellow light and third
student stand behind them as the red light. They can not choose their groups in advance, they must
quickly work with whoever is closest to them. Any groups who don’t make the freeze frame are out.
Lamb & the Fox
Energy, Teamwork, Focus
The teacher randomly selects a student to be the Fox. The rest of the students stand in a circle with
their hands joined. The Fox stands on the outside of the circle. The teacher selects one student,
who is standing in the circle to be the Lamb. The Fox's objective is to try and tag the Lamb by
running around the outside of the circle. At no point is the Fox allowed to break through the circle.
The class' objective is to keep the Lamb safe from the Fox by rotating the circle without letting go
of their hands. Once the class gets use to the game, the teacher could also allow the class to move
the circle around the space to keep the Lamb safe. Once the Lamb is tagged by the Fox the game
is over and the teacher selects a new Lamb and Fox. If the teacher wanted to make the game more
competitive, they could keep a record of how long each Fox took to tag the Lamb and compare the
times at the end.
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Chain Reaction
Energy, Focus, Teamwork
Split your group into 2 even teams. Each team stands in a line, facing the
opposite team, holding hands to form two long human chains. At the end
of the two lines, place a chair with a small object (e.g. a scarf) on it. The
referee stands at the front. The two players at the front of the line watch
the referee. The referee flips a coin and quietly show it only to the first
two players at the front of each team. Whenever the coin shows “Heads,”
the two people at the front of the line must squeeze the hand of the next
person in line as quickly as possible. Whenever that player’s hand gets
squeezed, he or she quickly continues to “pass the electric current” by
squeezing the next person’s hand, and so on. As the “electric current”
Gabrielle Castle
transfers along the line, the goal of the game is to be the first team to
Whites Hill State
grab the object (scarf) on the chair. If heads was flipped and a team
College
successfully grabs the ball, that team wins a point. On the other hand,
if the team grabs the ball but heads was not flipped, then the point goes to the other team. After
each coin flip, wait several seconds and then flip again. Keep flipping until the coin shows “Heads.”
Variation: For a short game, the winner is the first team to score 10 points. For a longer game, you
can increase the number of points. Rotate the students at the front of the row, either each round,
or each time a point is won.
Swords of Paris
Teamwork, Elimination, Movement
Divide the class into two 'armies' who stand at opposite ends of the room facing each other, There
is one student at the front who is the army leader and then all the other students are their army
who stand behind them with 2 students in the second line, 3 in third, 4 in the forth etc. Each leader,
at the go ahead by the teacher, takes turns in attacking the other army with one of the below
movements. All the members of the opposite army need to quickly respond with a defense
movement. If they respond incorrectly or are too slow they are eliminate. The team who's soldiers
are eliminated first are the losers.
Cut off the head: the leader swipes horizontally at head height and the other army ducks.
Cut off the legs: the leader swipes horizontally at knee height and the other army jumps on the spot.
Stabbing: the leader jabs his sword forward and the other army jump backwards.
Striking to the left: the leader swipes vertically to their left and the other army jumps to their left.
Striking to the right: the leader swipes vertically to their right and the other army jumps to their
right.

Bustop
Teamwork, Improvisation
Students are split into two even teams. Person A from Team A starts
sitting on a chair on stage. They become a character of their choice. Their
objective is not to give up their spot in the bus line. Person B from Team
B enters as a character and their objective is to make Person A move
from their spot. The student has to think like their assumed character –
if their character wants to leave, then they have to go with that instinct
and not force themselves to stay. Students have to think how they can
make the person leave without physically moving them from the seat.
Improv rules apply in that if a person blocks and stops the action, they
are eliminated and the next person from that team must enter the scene.
The team with the most eliminated people at the end of the game loses.
Katie Hoffmann
Spinifex State College
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Elephant, Cow, Whale
Teamwork
Natasha Maree
The game is played with the whole class in a circle. With the teacher in the middle. The game works
by the teacher pointing yo a student and that student does the main action for either Elephant, Cow
or Whale, depending what the teacher calls. The students either side also become part of the
command. Commands described below. Elephant - center student makes a trunk and waves it
around. To make this trickier, you can make 5he student pinch their nose and thread their arm
through. Students on either side create flapping ears by waving their arms away from the center
student.
Cow - center student weaves finger together with thumbs pointing down to create a cows udder.
Students either side mime milking the cow, must be facing center student.
Whale - center student jumps up and down with hands by the side like fins.
Students either side kneel facing the center student and wave their arms like ocean waves.
This can be a game of elimination for the following rules. Wrong action, last person to participate,
doing the action and you are not part of the trio. The thing which makes it tricky is if a student is
out, they sit down and student must now be aware of their new next student, even if it stretches to
the other side of the circle. They do no need to travel to do the actions, but must be facing the
correct direction.
The Imaginary Tug of War
Mime, Teamwork, Movement, Focus
Divide the class into 2 groups. Tell them they are going to have a tug of war competition but without
the rope - it will be mimed. The winning group will not be the one that "wins" the tug of war
competition, but rather the group who are the most believe, emotive and interesting to watch.
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Zombie Apocalypse
Teamwork, Focus, Communication
Split your class into three teams . One team is
the Zombies, one is the Survivor and the last is
the Helpers. The goal of this game is for the
Survivors to get back to the starting point
without being tagged by a zombie. The starting
point can be wherever you like a classroom,
the playground, the grass, etc. Wherever you
choose is where the Zombies and the Helpers
start off. After you choose the starting point,
the Survivors will have to run to a spot where
they think is secretive enough for the zombies
not to tag them. A minute after the Survivors
find their hiding spot, the Zombies come out
and look for them and then tag them. A minute
after THAT the Helpers come out. Basically what
the Helpers do is lead/guide the Survivors back
to the starting point. Zombies cannot tag
Helpers, so that gives the Survivors a chance
to get back safer. The Helpers can circle around
a group of Survivors to take them back or they
can run behind the Survivors. Some of the
Survivors, of course, cannot get help from the
Helpers, so they have to get back themselves.
If one of the Survivors get tagged by a Zombie,
they become one. So be careful to watch out
for zombies! The Survivors/ Survivor that make it back to the starting point without getting tagged
wins!
Additional Rules:
- Make sure you split up the teams where there are a few more Zombies then Survivors and Helpers.
- This game usually only works when you have a large group of people.
- Zombies are allowed to reach through gaps that Helpers don't cover when they surround Survivors.
- Make sure the Zombies don't tackle the Survivors to the ground because then it'll hurt.
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Past Productions
Citipointe Christian College
Musical: 'Singing in the Rain' Years 8 - 12

Stuartholme School
Play: 'Picnic at Hanging Rock' Year 12
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Junior Curriculum
Shadow Puppetry
with Ian Sweeney
These initial activities challenge students to listen and recall key details, synthesising the
stories of others and transforming them from words into symbolic actions. Other activities with
a similar objective can also be used as a launch pad into the visual and symbolic style.

Storytelling Circle
a. Students pair up and assign an A and a B.
b. Students make two concentric circles with A on
the inside facing out and B on the outside facing in.
c. A tells B a story about something that happened
to them on the holidays. B listens then has 30
seconds to ask any questions. Swap over so that
B ] tells A their story.
d. The inside circle (A) rotates three places
clockwise standing opposite a new partner. A
retells the story they just heard. B listens. B retells
the story they just heard. A listens.

Hand stories
a. Discussion – gesture and symbol
b. Working in pairs, students use any of the stories
collected from the storytelling circle and recreate
the narrative using their hands.
c. Remind students that as this is a silent retelling,
gesture and symbol will be important to
communicate some meaning.
d. Groups present – challenge the audience to look
for their own stories being performed.

Manual Cinema's (America) performances involve a
single screen, live actors and music to mimic the
experience of watching a handmade movie.

Julie Taymor's direction of the stage adaptation of Disney's 'The
Lion King' included moments of shadow puppetry.

The shadow theatre fundamentals
provide students with a language to
make and respond. After each
activity, unpack the process with
your students, trying different
movement sequences using the
same effect. You’ll need a light
source placed a few metres behind a
large screen. These don’t need to be
expensive either. A large white bed
sheet in front of a data projector
works just as well as a portable screen
and a stage light.

As students move into group work and multiple screens are called for, try devising on a flat surface
like a wall or down scale and challenge students to work on a painting canvas.
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Fundamentals to Shadow Puppetry
1.Screen
a. With the light source on, students enter the space in small groups to find their shadows.
b. Prompt students to always look at the screen and the shapes that are being created.
c. Allow students to play with the shapes and possibilities without direction.

2. Scale
a. One student stands on the left side of the screen close to the light (large).
b. Another student stands to the right close to the screen (small).
c. Direct the student making the larger shadow to pound at intervals with one fist on the head of
the smaller shadow and have the students creating the smaller shadow react with over exaggerated
movements.
d. Direct the students to switch scale as slowly as possible. The character that was once beaten
upon now has the upper hand and the tiny shadow now gets to play the giant.

3. Speed
a. Two students stand behind the screen
facing each other. They hold hand and spin.
b. Direct students to play with their speed
whilst spinning. Identify for the audience
how large movements in shadow need to
be slow and controlled.
c. Direct one student to be in large scale
and hold their hand out into the light source
whilst a second student stands close to the
screen in small scale and reaches up
towards the large hand.

4. Reveal
a. Before the workshop cut out a simple
silhouette that can cover the screen (at least
one metre in length and height). Ocean
waves work well.
b. Direct a couple of students to hold the
puppet close to the light source in large
scale and ask three students to stand behind
screen and in small scale.
c. Students using the wave puppet play with
revealing the students close to the screen
(in the water) by moving the puppet up and
down. Students in the water play with the
rise and fall of the waves.

Wayang kulit (Indonesia) shadowplay performance in
Yogyakarta
Photo: Wikipedia

As students become confident devising in
shadow, advance to creating cinematic
effects like zooming and panning by using a
hand-held light source such as a torch or pin
spot.
Chinese Shadow Puppetry perfromed by Master Qin from
Hubei Province
Photo: Annie Katsura Rollins
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The following are games used to stimulate the devising process and can be returned to a number
of times in a learning sequence.

Shadow play
Charades
a. In groups of three, students arrange their bodies in shadow to make a single image. For example:
an elephant; a garden; a swiss army knife.
b. Repeat process with groups devising their own images. The rest of the class (or the rest of their
team) guess what the image is. Students behind the screen modify the image throughout the game
to make it as clear as possible for the audience/team members.

Death in a minute
a. Familiarise students with the Theatresports game ‘Death in a minute’.
b. Transfer the game to the shadow screen, focusing on one or a combination of the fundamentals.,
turning the improvisation game in a short rehearsed performance.
c. Students could construct puppets suitable for the scene such as animals, symbols, objects etc.

Making interesting moments
In shadow, actors are able to create moments they wouldn’t be able to represent in front of the
screen. Through this activity students develop the skill of the reveal, transforming a simple shadow
into a much more interesting image.
a.Ask two students to demonstrate. Student A creates a large shape on the screen e.g. a full body
silhouette
b.Student B stands close to the screen,
masked by student A’s shadow. Student B
positions their hand at the torso of the
silhouette and bursts it out of Student A’s
stomach.
c.Discuss why you might use a reveal.
Brainstorm with the class other possible
interesting moments they might reveal e.g.
one head becomes multiple heads, two arms
become three or five arms etc.
d.Working in small groups, students plan and
rehearse ways to layer shadows on top of
one another to reveal.

Watch these Youtube Clips!
* What A Wonderful World Shadow Puppet
* Miwa Matrayek's Glorious Vision
* Super Mario 3D World - Shadow Puppet
Theatre
* Pilobolus Shadowland
* Shadow Puppet Theatre by Richard
Bradshaw (Australia) Broken Bridge
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Junior Curriculum
Collage Drama Unit
with Claire Dennis
The following Collage Drama activities have been developed for Year 8 students. In the unit,
the second activity occurs after the conventions have been explored and allows students to
practice their devising skills and check their formative understanding of Collage Drama.

WARM-UP: Prisoners and Guards
Purpose: Developing focus, spatial awareness,
objectives & obstacles.
• Students get into pairs. One student in the pair is
A and the other student is B.
• Students make 2 large concentric circles. All of the
A’s are prisoners in round 1 so they are crouching in
the large inside circle. All of the B’s make the outside
circle, standing 30cm behind their partner with their
hands behind their backs. They are the guards for
round 1.
• A’s objective is to escape from the guards. B’s
objective is to tag A before they get away so that
they cannot escape. A’s escape by winking at another
A around the circle. The other A winks back then they
both run to swap places in the circle before their
respective B’s tag them on their middle to upper back.
A busy Australian ambulance station on the beach
B’s cannot move from their position in the circle.
at Anzac Cove, Gallipoli.
• If B tags A, then A stays with that B & the prisoner Photo: Australian War Memorial
that did escape goes back to their guard.
• Play 2 rounds. Each round goes for about 2 minutes. When each round end, A’s and B’s go back
to their original partner and swap over so that B’s become the prisoners and A’s become the guards
for round 2.
• It is a competition between the partners to see how many successful escapes they each can make
as a prisoner within in the 2-minute round.

ACTIVITY: Station activity to devise a Collage Drama piece.
Purpose: Practicing how to devise a Collage Drama piece from starting point materials. Students
will create a Collage Drama that explores experiences of World War I and II from a range of
perspectives.
• A range of stations are set up around the room. At each station, the group does an activity that
develops for performance a convention of Collage Drama. By the end of the rotations, groups have
developed dramatic action for a range of conventions that they will piece together into 1
performance.
• Students work in groups of 4. Students find their group members by matching the conventions
and terminology, or matching role cards given on entry. Or, students go through a conscription-like
process of being moved into groups.
• Give students a specific dramatic meaning that all their scene work is to communicate.
• Groups spend 8-10 minutes at each station working through the activity. For the last minute at
each station, students should be rehearsing what they have worked on creating at that station.
• To transition between stations, play music that was popular during the period of time of your war
in focus.
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Examples of Station Activities
Freeze Frames : Read the given article or diary entry about life
in the trenches and what the front line was like. Create 6-8 freeze
frames that best represent the most important moments of these
war experiences. Layer over these freeze frames a student or a
range of students reading excerpts of letters from soldiers or
nurses to their families to explore the contrast between the reality
and what they told their families, or letters from families to
soldiers or nurses.

Scene work: Students are given 2
scenes or scene extracts, 1 from Black
Diggers and 1 from Snapshots from
Home. Students create stage action for
the scene. Rehearse.

Soundscape: Students are given a range of photos, quotes,
diary entries, articles, etc that paint a varied picture of war.
Study the starting point materials. Create a 15-20 second
soundscape that aurally tells the story of the starting point
materials, using a blend of technology and sound created
live by the actors. Rehearse.

Ritual Movement : Consider how you could use the
convention of ritual movement as a standalone scene
or moment in your performance or as a transition to
connect scenes. Students brainstorm types of ritual
movement that would reflect war, or waiting back home,
or rituals that we currently engage in to commemorate
war. As a group, develop 30 seconds of ritual movement.
Enhance the mood of the ritual movement piece by
adding music or dialogue (e.g. A Commander shouting
orders to soldiers). Rehearse.

Monologues: Give students profiles, photos, articles or information about a range of soldiers,
nurses, etc. For instance, “Memorial for Jim Martin, 14: The youngest digger to die in action”.
Students read the various texts. Individually, choose 1 person then brainstorm a role-on-the-wall
of what that person’s experience of war might have been. Individually, using the starting point
texts, the role-on-the-wall, and your imagination, students write a 6-8 sentence monologue of
their chosen role talking about what war is like. Students could also bring information from their
own family history that they might like to share with the class or explore themselves. (Support:
write a 6-8 sentence letter to your family about what war is like). Rehearse and perform the
monologues for each other.
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Pulling the conventions together to
devise a Collage Drama performance:
• Groups decide on the best order of
conventions and transitions to communicate
the given dramatic meaning. Rehearse and
present for the class.
• Students formatively analyse and evaluate
the evidence of elements of drama,
conventions of Collage Drama and the acting
skills in their peer’s work.
WW1 Soldiers at camp participating in a game of two-up.
Photo: Australian War Memorial

REFLECTION
Purpose: To develop their critical thinking skills
• Individually, students spend 8-10 minutes
handwriting a reflection on what they explored and
learnt in the lesson; what impacted them; how they
achieved the purpose of the activities. This reflection
can also include an examination of specific dramatic
languages in their own Collage Drama performance so
that they are analysing, justifying, synthesising and
evaluating their own work.

RESOURCES
• Australian War Memorial: https://www.awm.gov.au
• Forde, M. 1997. Snapshots from Home. Playlab Press,
Brisbane.
• Wright, T. 2015. Black Diggers. Playlab Press, Brisbane.

Abbassia, Egypt in 1915. Five members of the 4th
Battalion, Anzac Section, Imperial Camel Corps. Hogue
is in the centre.
Photo: Australian War Memorial

A group of infantrymen and light horsemen
in a trench on Gallipoli, May 1915.
Photo: Australian War Memorial

Doctors and medical orderlies at the medical camp at the
base of Quinn’s Post and Pope’s Post.
Photo: Australian War Memorial
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Junior Curriculum
Pretending to Learn
with John O'Toole, & Julie Dunn with an introduction by
Joan Cassidy
In this edition we have the privilege to offer you a
high quality primary and junior Drama resource,
Pretending to Learn (2015) by Drama Queensland
legends John O’Toole and Julie Dunn. The ebook has
its own website, with hyperlinks, and accompanying
online resources that are easily accessible to every
Drama teacher – check it out at
https://pretendingtolearn.wordpress.com.
The
authors have also chosen the ebook format to help
teachers’ pockets: the kindle version costs just
$11.99 – less than three cups of coffee!
Pretending to Learn: The eBook gives teachers the
confidence, knowledge and skills to teach drama in
John O'Tool & Julie Dunn
the primary and middle years. Based upon over sixty
Photo: Prentending to Learn Website
years of combined teaching experience, this ebook
includes an overview of how drama works, ten detailed exemplars of practice and a companion
website that offers a range of rich and exciting resources.
First published by Pearson Education more than a decade ago, Pretending to Learn rapidly became
a respected and widely used resource which was awarded The Australian Teacher Reference Book
of the Year in 2003. The authors have now updated the content, expanded the exemplars and
enriched the readers experience. With hyperlinks to the Australian drama curriculum, a linked
glossary of drama terms and direct access to a website where teachers can find assessment materials,
music, images and printable resources, this edition is a drama teaching resource completely reimagined for the digital age.
The book is written in three sections.
- The first provides a rationale for why drama is important in
primary and middle schools, and prepares the teacher with an
appropriate mindset to approach it confidently.
- The second section provides in detail all the organisational,
logistical and practical tools you will need to plan, implement
and evaluate drama in any classroom. These two sections have
been considerably expanded and updated from the original,
based on what users have told us they need.
- The third section comprises ten exemplars of practice – up
from eight in the first edition, with several new ones, and all of
the retained originals entirely revised. These exemplars range
in length from what can be accomplished within one long session
or two shorter ones, to units that could take a class a whole term
to cover (a snippet of one of those is below). They span the
learning needs of children from Foundation Level to Years Seven
and Eight, and are designed to tie in with the Australian
Curriculum: Drama.
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What follows is the briefest outline and snippets from the beginning sections of the fourth exemplar,
The House of the Dancing Shadows, the most complex and lengthy in the book, to give just
a taste of the detail and the teaching style. Each exemplar starts with a section on background
planning, and the teaching requirements for the unit.

Target age band: years 3-4 (though some teachers may find it very appropriate for
Year 2)
This drama connects all five arts subjects in the Australian Curriculum, integrating them meaningfully
with learning content from all five areas: dance, drama, media arts, music and visual arts.
Background planning and requirements
Pre-text: The Story of The House of the Dancing Shadows, and the Shadow Song
[Both of these are provided on the free website]
Focus Question: How do our senses help us to appreciate the beauty and preciousness of our world?
The 5 Ws:
• What’s happening: The Shadows have stopped dancing.
• Who’s it happening to: Sylveste the Shadow Queen and her helpers, apprentice Shadow-Trackers
• Where is it happening: In a school very like ours, and in the House of the Dancing Shadows
• When is it happening: Today – Now!
• What’s at stake: The Shadows must be helped to dance again to bring life back to normal.

The planning goes on to explain ‘the hook’ – what will attract and engage the students; the particular
use of the ‘teacher-in-role’ convention; the exact resources needed; the particular content
descriptors as specified in the Australian Curriculum: Drama (and Dance); and appropriate
assessment instruments. The Teaching Plan is then laid out in a series of steps, each spelled out
in moment-by-moment detail for teachers who wish to follow the plan exactly, along with periodic
‘teaching tips’ and comments.

Step one: establishing the context and creating interest (singing and discussion)
* Teach the children the Shadow Song (click here), using suitable movements that you can either
invent for them to copy, or preferably, if you have time, discuss and invent together…
…Immediately afterwards, discuss with the children what shadows are, and how they are really
formed. Explain that the drama is going to be about shadows, and there is a story about a strange
place called the House of the Dancing Shadows. The drama will involve a trip to the House of the
Dancing Shadows… …

Step two: Meeting Shadow tracker 99 (teacher in role)
* Explain to the children that you are going to play a part in the drama, as Shadow Tracker No 99,
who works for Queen Sylveste. … … In role as Shadow Tracker 99, show the children a big Letter
from Sylveste (click here). You don’t know what’s in it.
Explain that:
Sylveste is a Gypsy Queen, Keeper of All Shadows, who looks after all the shadows in the world.
She is hundreds of years old, and lives far away from Australia. However, she has helpers all over
the world, her Shadow Trackers. You have been Sylveste’s local Shadow-Tracker for many years.
To your surprise, the letter is not addressed to you but to the class. Would they like to open it?
Together, you and the class read the letter… and you suggest getting down to Tracker Training
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Step three: Tracker-training part one (deepening the students’ roles)
* Together with the students, devise and make appropriate identification – Shadow-Tracker badges
or headbands.
* Learn the secret sign, which is used whenever Trackers need to control shadows. Unfortunately
(typically), you have forgotten it, but the children’s suggestions gradually prompt your memory so
that a complex and serious secret sign is worked out and practised.
*Now, together, devise the solemn oath that Sylveste will make the new Shadow-Trackers swear.

Step four: Tracker-training part two … …
[This involves the students experimenting to make shadows with hands, lights, sunlight, i-pads
and cut-outs-and-dowelling, then in groups inventing and presenting simple stories with them. ]

Step five: Realizing Sylveste
(puppet-making or preparing
teacher in role)…
[Here the teacher is given two alternatives
to use for the rest of the drama, depending
on time available or the teacher’s
strengths. The first, more ambitious
Alternative A is together to make and
manipulate a simple giant puppet.]

Step 4: Tracker Training Part 2 – Tracker 99 (Teacher in Role)
appraises the Apprentice Trackers’ shadow stories.
Photo John O’Toole
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Inside the House of the Dancing Shadows
[From Out of the Box Festival 1996 Play Shadows by John O’Toole and Griffith University – the original idea and
story from which this unit was derived. Photo Robert Weismantel]

Alternative B – preparing the teacher-in-role
* If you do not have the time to engage in the artwork and also have the confidence to take a largerthan-life role, you may prefer to play Sylveste yourself… … In order to bring the children into the
planning, and help them learn about the quality of theatricality, let them into the decisions about
how Sylveste will be dressed (as for Alternative A), and also discuss with them how she would need
to move and talk in order to be really impressive and come from a far-distant place, and make her
very different from Tracker 99 (and your normal self). Obviously she will need to be the centre of
attention, so she must move and speak so that she commands that attention. Together – with their
advice – practise her entrance…
Teaching tip
Doing Step five in this way, the students will learn slightly different but very important drama
learning about theatricality and also about acting – and they will seem to be teaching you!

Step six: Meeting Sylveste (experiential role-play)
* Ask the children to put back on their identification badges or headbands, and you re-enter as
Tracker 99. Explain to the children:
Sylveste is coming … … she has some serious news from the House of the Dancing Shadows –
there is a problem there… …
[The logistics of Sylveste’s grand entrance and the Teacher’s change of role are explained, and the
major tension and dramatic challenge are introduced as Sylveste explains the problem and the
task ahead… and this is where the drama really gets going!
In the rest of the drama, Steps 7-13, Sylveste and the Shadow Trackers travel to the House of the
Dancing Shadows to find out why the Shadows have stopped dancing (it’s all to do with Television,
apparently!). The Trackers find ways to explain it all to the Shadows, who of course cannot speak
or hear, and the Shadows start dancing again. All the children get the chance to swap roles to be
both powerful Trackers and frightened Shadows, and to create together The Dance of the House
of Shadows. The Trackers return to explain their triumph to Tracker 99, who got left behind.

Using dramatic conventions
Dramatic artists have as their palette of paints a range of conventions and techniques
of make-believe, which can be put together in a wide diversity of forms. The following
dramatic conventions are used in the House of the Dancing Shadows to enable the
students to participate in role, in the drama. A more detailed explanation of a range of
dramatic conventions can be found in the Glossary.
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Role-play (experiential): this form of role-play enables participants to identify any empathise
with the characters in their dramatic context. The students step into the shoes of other individuals
and live out moments in the story.
In role: the players are acting as characters in the drama
Teacher-in-role: the teacher takes part in the drama to:
• help the students to take the drama seriously.
• give students the opportunity to help control what happens
• suspend the power and status relationship in the classroom. For example, the students can help
the teacher to create their role through the use of costumes and vocal techniques.
Role changes: The students or teacher may change roles in the drama to introduce and play new
characters. In this drama both students and teacher play two distinct roles at different times.
Role reversal: stopping or freezing a role-play and asking the participants to take the opposite
role. This happens towards the end of the Shadows drama.
Time jump: at any time, the dramatic action can be moved to a new scene either back in time, to
explore the causes, or forwards, to explore the consequences.
Teacher narration: in order to introduce a scene, or a time jump, the teacher can tell a story
while the students listen. At a vital point in this drama, the teacher tells or reads the story of The
House of the dancing Shadows.
Chorus: such as singing a song and moving to music ensures that all members of the group can
play a useful role. This drama begins with the students learning the Shadow song which gives them
a shared experience and a context for the drama.
Symbols and ritual: using symbols such as badges, scarves and secret signs helps to build belief
in the drama; introducing an element of ritual such as the Trackers’ oath also builds belief.
Letters: may be written in or out of role by students or teacher as a means of
• reflecting on experience
• introducing a new tension (that’s what happens in the Shadows drama)
• providing evidence.
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The book can be purchased either direct from Amazon:
https://www.amazon.com.au/Pretending-Learn-Teaching-primary-middleebook/dp/B00TTFZ19W
or from its website:
https://pretendingtolearn.wordpress.com/buy-the-book/
[NB You will need to install the Kindle app]

Additional Resources
Useful practical drama education resources:
Baldwin, Patrice. (2012). With Drama in Mind: Real Learning in Imagined
Worlds, Blomsbury Publishing. London.
Bowell, P. and Heap, B. (2013). Planning Process Drama: Enriching Teaching and Learning. 2nd
edition. London: Routledge.
Ewing, Robyn and Saunders, John Nicholas.(2106). The School Drama Book: Drama, Literature
and Literacy in the Creative Classroom. Currency Press. Sydney.
Department of Education and Training. Curriculum into the Classroom. (C2C). Drama Years 3 -4.
(2015). Dramatic Traditions: Country/Place; Exploring Issues Through Drama. © The State of
Queensland.
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Senior Curriculum
An Intro to Understanding Gestus
with Linda Statham, Hannah Brown & Lucy Harkin
Warm Up – Slow Motion Commentary

George Bostock and Roxanne McDonald in 'Mother Courage
& Her Children' - Queensland Theater.
Photo: Rob Maccoll

Place students in groups of 4. Two will be the
commentators and the other 2 will be the
participants competing to win a competition.
The commentators talk fast (like the
commentators at a race track) whilst the
participants act with over exaggerated mimed
slow-motion movements. The teacher gives
the groups a simple everyday activity which
usually can be completed quickly in real-life;
for example, tying a shoelace, taking a bite of
an apple or putting on a tie. The students have
1 minute to act out the competition.

Warm Up – Copy My Walk
The student walk around the space in neutral. The students find a partner. With this partner, they
copy each other’s walks. Instruct the students to walk in the space normally – not copying. Now,
instruct them to start copying their partner realistically. Guide them by asking them to pay attention
to their posture, arms, hands, legs and feet. Now tell them to exaggerate it by 30%, then 50% then
100%.

Hugo Weaving in 'The Resistible Rise of
Arturo Ui' - STC
Picture: Daniel Boud

Luke Hewitt, Caitlin Beresford-Ord & Geoff Kelso in 'The Caucasian
Chalk Circle' - Black Swan Theatre Company.
Picture: Philip Gostelow

Gestus – A Definition
Read and discuss as a class the below writings of Brecht on Gestus. As a class formulate a working
definition of what Gestus means. Display the definition on the wall. Throughout the unit revisit the
definition to add to and refine it.
“Gest is not supposed to mean gesticulation: it is not a matter of explanatory or emphatic
movement of hands, but of overall attitudes. A language is ‘gestic’ when it is grounded in a gest
and conveys particular attitudes adopted by the speaker towards other men.”
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“The realm of attitudes adopted by the characters towards one another is what we call the realm of
gest. Physical attitude, tone of voice and facial expression are all determined by a social gest: the
characters are cursing, flattering, instructing one another, and so on. The attitudes which people
adopt towards one another include even those attitudes which would appear to be quite private,
such as the utterance of physical pain in an illness, or of religious faith. These expressions of a gest
are usually highly complicated and contradictory, so that they cannot be rendered by any single word
and the actor must take care that in giving his image the necessary emphasis he does not lose anything
but emphasises the entire complex.”

Class Discussion
Give the students the background information of the media backlash towards Melania Trump
plagiarising part of her RNC speech. Then, as a class watch The Late Show clip “Melania Trump did
not plagiarise her RNC Speech” on YouTube. Discuss “How has the actor Laura Benanti manipulated
Gestus to comment on and draw the audience’s attention to different attitudes of Melania Trump?”
Encourage the students to describe evidence and link it to dramatic meaning. For example, a
student response might be “Benanti repeatedly air kissed Colbert 8 times to highlight Melanie
Trump’s insincerity when greeting him.” Then discuss what is the overall dramatic meaning (didactic
message) which is taken away by the audience after viewing the clip.

YouTube Clip: Laura Benanti as Melania Trump in 'Melania Trump did not plagiarise her RNC Speech' on The Late
Show with Stephen Colbert.

TEEP Paragraph + Roleplay
Give the students the background information on the Donald Trump and Malcom Turnball phone
call which was well reported in the media. As a class, watch Saturday Night Live clip of the Donald
Trump and Malcom Turnbull phone call. Ask students to write a PEEL paragraph to the following
question: “How effective were both actors in their manipulation of gestus to comment on and draw
the audience’s attention to different attitudes of Trump and Turnball?” The students will easily
see that the portrayal of Trump through gestus is very clear, however the portrayal of Turnball
could have been more thought out and executed better.
Students read out their PEEL paragraphs to the class.
Then in pairs, the students recreate the conversation as a roleplay, ensuring Gestus is used
successfully for both characters. They could be give them the transcript from Saturday Night Live,
or they could form their own script.
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YouTube Clip: Alex Baldwin as Donald Trump in 'Alec Baldwin mocks Trump and his Australia phone call' on
Saturday Night Live.

Developing Gestus through String Walks
Ask the students to walk around the space in neutral. The teacher will then call out a part of the
body (for example nose). The students are then to imagine that there is a piece of string attached
that part of their body, in this case the nose, which is dragging them around the space. They are
then to continue to walk around the space but being led by their nose. Their nose is the first thing
that must led and then the rest of the body follows. Exaggerate the action was much as possible.
Whilst they are walking ask them to consider the dominate attitude of this person (for example
inquisitive/nosey). Then add over exaggerated arm gestures (holding a magnifying glass), facial
expression (squinting with a perplexed look on your face) and a character voice to make this attitude
clearer. Try different parts of the body to lead with – chest, forehead, knees, belly button, chin,
groin, top of your head, toes, etc.

Cast with Thomas M Wright in 'Baal' - Malthouse & Sydney Theatre Company.
Photo: Jeff Busby
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Confronting by Cathy Wilcox, The Sydney
Morning Herald, October 2, 2014.

Lifting and Leaning by John Shakespeare, The Sydney Morning
Herald, May 15, 2014.

Doored! by Pat Campbell, The Canberra Times, March 24, 2014.

Non-Core Surprises by Jon Kudelka, The
Australian, May 1, 2014.

Art Gallery - Political Cartoon Characterisation
Print out a dozen or so political cartoons where the politician’s personality traits are easily
identifiable in the depiction. Set up an ‘art gallery’ where you display the cartoons around the
classroom. Enroll the students as art critics coming to an opening night function at the gallery. Ask
the students to walk around the room, in pairs and to identify the politician’s personality traits
which have been highlighted in the cartoons. Judging by the cartoons and what the characters have
said, what does the illustrator think of politicians and the Australian government? How have they
satirized the politician? Remind the students that even though the cartoons are comical, there is
still an element of truth to them.
Ask the students then to individually select and stand next to one of the drawings which have
impacted them the most. They are then to select one character within the cartoon and identify the
dominate attitude shown. Individually create a freeze of that character. Then make the image 50 %
bigger. Now silently, take that character for a walk by adding in legs and arm gestures. Exaggerate
how that character would walk. Freeze.
Find another actor in the room portraying a different character. Start a conversation with them
about the benefits of wearing sunglasses on your bellybutton.
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Senior Curriculum
Engaging with 'A Midsummer Night's
Dream'
with Lauren Cossettini
The following are some examples and ideas of how to
introduce students to 'A Midsummer Night’s Dream'.
These experiences occur early on in a program that
looks specifically at Shakespeare’s comedy.

Dream Diary
Students are to write about a dream that they can
remember. They should consider if it is a recurring dream
and perhaps why they think they remember it. What is
the strangest dream they have ever had? Students often
enjoy sharing these dreams with their peers and it
provides a platform for further discussion around the
themes within A Midsummer Night’s Dream.

Jacob Worth in 'A Midsummer Night's Dream' Shake n Stir
Photo: Joel Devereux

Emily Burton, Kieran Law, Kathryn Standish & Pacharo Mazembe in 'A
Midsummer Night's Dream' - La Boite Theatre Company.
Photo: Dylan Evans

Josh McConville in 'A Midsummer
Night's Dream' - STC
Photo: Brett Boardman

Narrative
When introducing the narrative, we often look at the separate components to the story broken
down into the Fairies, the Athenians and the Players. After briefly looking at the narrative of the
text, provide students with segments of the narrative and see if they can place these to check for
their understanding of the story in these early stages. From here, break students up into small
groups. Provide them with a ‘moment’ from the text.
Students then present these in a freeze frame initially and then bring the scenes to life as a roleplay.
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Working with text
Individually give students a phrase or sentence from the play. Have them deliver this in a way
that indicates what is meant by this statement and see if other students can understand the
statement. This activity introduces students to the fun and joy in delivering Shakespearean text
with play.

Cast in 'A Midsummer Night's Dream' - Globe Theatre
Photo: Globe Theatre

Visual Literacy
Using images and paintings students
can begin to predict what the play
might be about and the types of
characters that they will meet.
Images should suggest mischief,
adventure and romance. We start
with denotation and look at the literal
elements of the image. We then
move onto connotation and what
feelings and ideas different students
take from each of the images. Then,
as a group we can begin to predict
ideas within the narrative of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream.

Soraya Mafi, Trinity Boys Choir & Joshua Bloom in 'A Midsummer
Night's Dream' - English National Opera.
Photo: Robert Workman

Character Bingo
Provide students with bingo card in groups with different characters. Read questions and have
students ‘answer’ with the appropriate character. This is a fun activity to help students check their
understanding of key narrative moments.

Mapping Out the Narrative
To walk students through the narrative initially by using a series of props that represents each of
the characters. For example a flower for Puck and donkey ears for Bottom. To initially introduce
the students to the narrative we often walk through and ‘act out’ key moments within the story.
This requires printed out segments of the text and props. We talk through the narrative and explain
key moments with the students physically moving around the space and representing the characters
throughout the scene with the key prop and sometimes a name tag.

“The course of true love never did run smooth.”
William Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream
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Meet & Greet
In this edition, Drama Queensland caught up with Hayley Elliot-Maclure from
Doomagee State School.
What are some challenges you have
experienced within a regional school?
I would say the biggest and most pressing challenge
upon arrival in a remote school is building
relationships with your students. The family
structure and relationships within the community
here are so strong and integral to everyday life that
when it is not present in the classroom, the students
struggle to trust you, especially as they see teachers
come and go so regularly. The Indigenous
Education Workers in our classrooms are
invaluable in helping a new teacher to over some
this. Other challenges such as the lack of collegial
support or personal support network are things that
can be addressed in time, but being trusted by the
students and community is really first priority.

How have you overcome the lack of
contentedness
with
colleagues,
professional development and seeing live
theatre?
I haven't really! It's very difficult. I recently took
students on an excursion to Mount Isa to see a
touring production of Creature: Dot and the
Kangaroo by Stalker Theatre, but that is a very rare
opportunity for us. We drove for seven hours to
reach our destination! Attending PD takes at least
a days travel, usually two. I view theatre online on
Digital Tv, keep in contact with friends back home,
so SATE training and other PD online as much as
possible. I also go to and see theatre as much as
possible if I'm home for the holidays.

What advice can you give to newly placed
regional teachers?
Look after yourself, connect with the people around
you, immerse yourself in the experience but also
take time out! You may have moved somewhere
for your job but don't let it become your life.
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How have you build rapport with your
students in your new school?
I maintain regular face to face contact with
their parents on my home visits and invite
them into our classroom regularly. I strive to
create a warm, welcoming classroom culture
with a simple but strong routine, approaching
every students and any issues with kindness
first and foremost. Another key method in
developing report has been to give students
responsibility and trust them to do the right
thing, which they do more often than not.

Reflecting on 2017 teaching practice,
what are you most proud of?
I'm most proud of the strong relationships I've
developed with my students and their
families, and of the independence and
reliance I've found within myself in the
classroom! Also my improvisation skills have
been getting a workout.

What words of encouragement can you
offer to people thinking about
applying for a position at a regional
school?
Do it! It'll most likely be hard as anything, but
it will change you. Do it for your practice and
yourself. .

Artist In Focus: Ilai Swindells
Actor, Writer
Born in Townsville raised in Central QLD. Ilai studied in
Brisbane at The Actors Conservatory and received
private coaching in Sydney from Annie Swan. His first
professional role was a guest role on Fox8’s series drama
SLiDE. He later went on to act in diverse roles on stage
& screen. A stint on ABC’s landmark series Redfern Now,
a guest appearance on ABC’s The Code and a starring
role on Open Slather. More recently Ilai can be seen as
the menacing Billie Radbourne on ABC’s drama Harrow
and toured Queensland in a one man show of Wind In
The Willows for La Boite Theatre playing over 8
characters. 2018 is his most diverse year yet, enjoying
a young audience weekly hosting on ABCME, voicing two
separate animations series and feature film soon to be
released in 2019 across theaters worldwide whilst also
joining the cast of Queensland Theatre in 2019.

What inspired you to become an actor?
Initially, it was growing up with the Janet and Michael Jackson’s music videos. They were short
films with cool story lines, dancers and cinematography. Disney’s animations like Aladdin, The
Lion King & Dumbo. And my favourite performers first witnessed were dramatic/comedic actors
like Whoopi Goldberg, Robin Williams, Eddie Murphy, Jim Carey. I liked doing voices,
performing for my friends and family. Being the obnoxious class clown.
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What is a play that resonates with you and why?
This Is Our Youth, because in the play one of the characters has a brush with death and as an
adolescent it’s his first time in his life where he questions his own mortality and having been
through something similar and much more traumatic at the same tender age at 17. It resonated
with me immensely and that is why I still enjoy it to this day, plus the characters language and
style in which they speak is so definitive of young people. Feels so natural to speak and a joy to
perform.

What are your top tips for overcoming nerves when performing?
Remember what your job is, remember the work you have put in and trust it is all there within
you. Stay present and BREATHE.

What are your top tips for young people who want to work in this industry?
Don’t be afraid to try many things, diversify your skillset. Also, remember you are a far more
interesting person than you are a actor! Don’t forget what makes you special even when
rejection might make you feel otherwise. Oh, and Read, Read, Read.

What process do you go
through to prepare for a
professional production?
I do the necessary work on my
character, his role in the scene, the
story. I aim to walk in strong in my
characters choices and stand by
them, never waver. I do a few
personal mantras that allow me to
not get distracted by other actors
in the waiting room, stops me from
comparing myself or thinking
about the outcome and picturing
the result. NEVER, worry about
booking the gig, only worry about
booking the room. This reminds
you to do good work, audition well,
and in the end that’s all that matters
is the audition and the work,
because for whatever reason if you
are not right for the role, you will
leave an impression and be
brought back for another turn when
the role is right for you.
.

What’s something you wish you had known when first starting out in the industry?
It’s important to ride the lows and the highs, much like everything else in the world it is tough
and super competitive but you will get yours if you hold onto that unshakable self belief. I know
this can be tough especially when sometimes you look over and it seems like your friends or
someone else has it better than you, but trust me it’s all relative and you get what you give. Don’t
get weighed down by the noise.
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Resource Review
Check out this issue's
recommendations from Playlab.

'Prize Fighter by Future D. Fidel
Applied in the classroom
Prize Fighter is the story of a talented
young boxer, Isa, who is preparing for the
biggest fight of his career. On the line is
the national title and the promise of fame
and riches beyond his wildest dreams.
What unfolds is a modern-day fable of a
Congolese boy orphaned by war and
forced to become a child soldier by the
very people who killed his family. His
powerful left hook offers a new life in
Australia, but his greatest obstacle is not
his opponent – it’s his past.
The non-linear form and political themes
of this text make it an ideal choice for
inclusion into either Unit 1 or Unit 3 of the
2019 QCAA syllabus. Here’s one
suggestion for how we’ve seen it be used
in the classroom to achieve forming and
presenting goals:
In the first 10 years of the playwright’s life, significant events occurred for him both personally
and on a larger, global scale. Students are to map 10 years in their life, recalling moments of
significance for them on a micro, personal level, as well as revisiting local, state, national or
international events which may have impacted their journey. They are to create a succinct timeline
featuring no more than 6 moments of interest or intrigue to share with a partner. Working in pairs,
each pair is then to reduce this to 3 key events or moments to be dramatically realised using a
range of dramatic conventions (storytelling, movement, song, multiple roles, flashbacks, and more).
Each student will present their memories, with their partner assisting them to shape and deliver
the narrative and concepts in a clear but engaging way.

You can purchase a copy of Prize Fighter by Future D. Fidel from the Playlab
store
HERE:
http://www.playlab.org.au/publications/shop/249/prizefighter-detail
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Routledge Performance Practitioners
Routledge have released a series of 23 (and they plan to publish more) introductory guides as part
of their performance practitioners’ series. Each book focuses on one pivotal theatre innovator who
has shaped the performance landscape in the twentieth century. The books are divided into 4
sections: a detailed biography, explanation of key writings, descriptions of significant productions
and a reproduction of practical exercises. The writing is well researched and indepth but also very
accessible to read.
A lot of the familiar faces, which have been appearing in Queensland classrooms from many years
now, are included in the series. These including Bertolt Brecht, Konstantin Stanislavski, Rudolf
Laban, and Augusto Boal. But you will also find some other artists which you might not be so familiar.
Why not consider expanding upon your curriculum by exploring the work of Robert Lapage, Tadeusz
Kantor, Etienne Decroux or Robert Wilson?
So, whether you are looking to learn a little more about someone you have been teaching for years
or keen to discover someone completely new, these books are worth the investment and you'll
appreciate the new information which you can share with your students.

https://freesound.org/ - Royalty free SFX & Music
freesound.org is a creative
commons sound database where
students can download and use
all the audio files without
infringing on any copywrite laws.
There are an abundant of file
types include atmospheric music
and sound effects which are
perfect for our drama students to
utilize in their work. Students
can use the search function to
sort through the 1000s of files
and then rank their search by
constraints such as length, user
rating and number of downloads.
The full sound file can be
previewed before downloading
it.
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"There is no depth to education without art"
~Amiri Baraka~

stay up to date with us via social media:
@dramaqueensland

@dramaqld

/dramaqueensland
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